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CHRISTMAS AS YOU WISH
Visit MOM Park to fulfil the wishes of your loved ones and buy the perfect presents for Christmas.
Be the luckiest one and win one of the valuable weekly prizes or even the jackpot, a BMW i3
for an entire month between November 13 and December 21 by shopping at MOM Park.
In addition, discover our exciting programs during the winter season: MOM Park once again
welcomes you and your family for a Christmas photoshoot between December 1 and 17.
By participating, you cannot only capture the joy of Christmas preparations, but also support the
Autistic Art Foundation and the KézenFogva Foundation. Cziffra Street Piano and live concerts
throughout December will help you to get into the perfect holiday mood.
Until then, browse our magazine offering you useful tips for your Christmas arrangements
and winter leisure, as well as gift ideas to add to your wish list.
May all your wishes come true for this Christmas.

Anna Szegedi
Head of Marketing and PR

László Balassa
MOM Park Director
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MUST-HAVE WISHES
Who has never fantasised about having a wish or perhaps several wishes fulfilled? Some only play with the
thought, while others focus consciously on it. Either way, we all love to daydream. If you already know what you
want, why not write up a wish list? After all, they say all your wishes come true during Christmas.
This year’s beautiful designer pieces will surely be at the top of fashionistas’ lists. The season’s trends feature delicious materials, patterns, styles and colours.
One can never have enough shoes, especially boots in the winter. Comfortable chunky-heeled booties are ontrend this season, combining both style and comfort. Footwear with embroidered flower patterns are the absolute
favourite and guarantee that you will make a stylish entrance no matter the occasion.
Christmas is not complete without a bit of sparkle and dazzle. Designers know this perfectly well and have once
again created warm and most importantly, stylish velvet pieces. A marine blue shiny velvet blouse with a dainty
string at the collar or the very trendy statement ruffled sleeve is the perfect choice for a Christmas party.
Last but not least, stylish protection against the cold is also essential — a faux-fur peacoat ticks both boxes. This
season also features exciting colours such as iris and blue lily. A coat of this colour pairs perfectly with a bodyhugging knitted turtleneck dress and a few minimalist accessories — not to mention the pop of colour this injects
into a murky grey winter afternoon.
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WINTER DREAMING
Advent is a time of joyful preparation. Streets are dressed up in dazzling lights, shopping malls are busy with
holiday festivities and the excited hunt for the perfect presents has started. To fully experience the magic of
Christmas, we must become attuned to the spirit of this holiday with all of our senses. Take a break, offer yourself
the experience of peaceful relaxation.
There are no rules for cosying up at home, some tricks that can help us unwind even more.
Whether in our wardrobe or our home furnishing, cold winter days call for knitted pieces. Adorable tasselled
socks, an oversized soft blanket or a thick wool sweater warm exude an aura of warmth just by looking at them,
not to mention when we put them on.
But a truly special Christmas atmosphere in our home calls for some redolence smells.
Essential oils and aromatherapy candles scented with cinnamon, orange, clove, vanilla and
pine instantly take us back to the magical Christmas moments of our childhood. Their relaxing
and meditative effect soothes both body and soul.
Once everything is almost ready for a gratifying afternoon of relaxation, all that is missing is a
hot drink and a sweet snack for snuggling up indoors on a cold winter’s day. Of course bonbons
and cakes should be consumed in moderation before Christmas at least, but on your day off,
why not treat yourself to some sweet goodness?
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NUBU knitted jumper – NUBU: 48,900 HUF / Thomas Sabo silver rings with pearls  – Silver Islands: 10,500 HUF - 33,300 HUF / C&A knitted socks – C&A: 1,990 HUF /
Prada optical frame – Optic World: 84,900 HUF / Ceremony teakettle – Butlers: 11,990 HUF / Sunday white breakfast tray – Butlers: 15,990 HUF /
Candy Cane lollipop – Butlers: 890 HUF / Hang On decorative star – Butlers: 990 HUF / Menuett sugar holder globe – Butlers: 4,990 HUF /
Hang On star with bells – Butlers: 1,490 HUF / Retro red cup – Butlers: 1,290 HUF / Retro patterned plate – Butlers: 1,990 HUF /
Coffee Time table, with box – Butlers: 29,900 HUF / Silent Dancer herringbone pink carpet– Butlers: 4,490 HUF /
Ferenc Tolvaly: Égi Zene (Book of celestial music) – Alexandra Bookstore: 3,999 HUF / Sarev knitted blanket – Mado Home Living: 24,999 HUF /
Beddinghouse KAAT Amsterdam Vercors Blue-grey decorative pillow – Mado Home Living: 22,999 HUF / Belgian Pralines – Spar: 1,290 HUF
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FOR HER PERSONALLY
Choosing the perfect gift is not an easy task, especially if the person you want to surprise is your
beloved one. The boxes we put under the Christmas tree represent many things. For most women,
the colourfully wrapped presents symbolise the love, care and attention we have for them. For this
very reason, choosing the perfect present is a great challenge.
If you really want to please her, the traditional and typical gifts will just not do; you must choose
something personal that suits her and will make her feel appreciated.
A charm bracelet could be the perfect choice, as the unique piece of jewellery can be tailored
to our partner’s personality by picking the right charms. Moreover among the countless
forms and figures, you can find the symbols of love. By choosing these, you can make your
gift absolutely romantic.
It may also be a good idea to select the gifts based on a certain theme, for example by colour.
Just peek into her wardrobe to find out which tone she prefers this year. Gloves, a wristwatch and
purse of matching colour and shade will certainly blow her away, and also testify to your good taste.
A useful little gadget such as a pair of trendy wireless in-ear headphones is another simple, yet great
gift idea for her. Men are generally more attuned to the newest technological innovations, so you will
certainly choose the best model for your partner.
But the safest way to find out what she really wants is to pay attention to her every word, as no woman
would miss the chance of dropping a few hints on what is at the top of her wish list.
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GANT dark blue shirt – GANT: 42,990 HUF / Roamer wristwatch – Silver Islands: 223,900 HUF / Promod leather gloves – Promod: 9,995 HUF /
Michael Kors bracelet – Michael Kors: 38,900 HUF / Thomas Sabo Disc earrings – Silver Islands: 61,100 HUF /
Michael Kors Darci Celestial wristwatch – Michael Kors: 74,900 HUF / Max&Co. Swarovski stone necklace – Max&Co.: 40,890 HUF /
Coccinelle Saffiano wallet– Coccinelle: 41,900 HUF / Promod star-adorned bracelet – Promod: 3,995 HUF / Marc Cain white silk shirt – Marc Cain: 90,830 HUF /
Furla Metropolis bag – Furla: 131,500 HUF / Reserved iPhone 6/6S case – Reserved: 1,795 HUF / Guess Breeze shoes – Guess: 52,990 HUF /
Intimissimi bra and panty set – Intimissimi: 4,990 HUF, 2,290 HUF / Silent Dancer striped black-and-white carpet – Butlers: 14,900 HUF /
Surprise diamond and silver-mint wrapping paper – Butlers: 790 Ft/each/ Ribbon red silk ribbon – Butlers: 1,790 HUF / Artebene gift boxes – Pirex: 940 Ft/set /
Artebene beige gold dotted wrapping paper – Pirex: 840 HUF/each/ Rössler A/4 star-adorned design stationary – Pirex: 240 HUF/each/
Artebene tape – Pirex: 940 HUF /  Artebene read-silver gift wrap – Pirex: 350 HUF / Parker Sonnet 11 slim ball pen – Pirex: 55,990 HUF /
B&O BeoPlay H5 wireless headphones – iCentre: 79,990 HUF / Noémi Szécsi: Egyformák vagytok (You are all the same) book – Alexandra Bookstore: 3,299 HUF /
Hungarian Spring face mist – Adrienne Feller: 9,652 HUF / Rose De Luxe face oil – Adrienne Feller: 18,542 HUF
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THE THOUSAND FACES OF RELAXATION
The beauty of reading is that it can transport us into another world at any time, allowing us to immediately forget all the hustle
and bustle surrounding us. So if you happen to come across a book that promises to be exciting, don’t hesitate to pick it up
and immerse yourself in it, driven by the curiosity to uncover the mystery to be solved. Reading is a time-consuming activity,
but you will certainly have a few hours between over the holiday season to enjoy a good read.
To fully enjoy the fascinating adventures, creating the ideal setting is essential:
During the Christmas season, you can never know when an expected or unexpected guest will pop in, so wear comfortable
clothes for your afternoon read or nap that can also be worn for receiving guests. A soft knitted cotton jumper, comfortable
pants and sporty elegant leather shoes may be perfect for the occasion.
Just don’t lose your sense of time completely while indulge in your book. Of course this does not mean that you need to
set a timer on your phone, but a classic elegant wristwatch with leather straps could come in hand.
And when you have finally made yourself comfortable, to what you need to completely block out the external world.
The best device for this is a pair of high-quality wireless headphones. Premium brands offer extremely good noise
filtering capability thanks to their fine memory foam padding, so nothing will disturb you during your intense reading.
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Reserved jumper – Reserved: 6,995 HUF / GANT wristwatch – GANT: 53,990 HUF / Reserved trousers – Reserved: 7,995 HUF / Ecco Ian leather shoes – Ecco: 47,990 HUF /
Tom Ford optical frame – Optic World: 65,990 HUF / GANT knitted hat – GANT: 15,990 HUF / K&K leather shoes – Salamander: 49,990 HUF /
Silent Dancer striped black-and-white carpet– Butlers: 14,900 HUF / Traditional coffee filter cup – Butlers: 2,900 HUF / Unique mug – Butlers: 1,290 HUF /
Candy Cane striped napkins – Butlers: 990 HUF / Ritz cream pourer and sugar holder on a tray – Butlers: 5,490 HUF /
Wintergreen Snowy Christmas tree in ceramic plant holder – Butlers: 3,990 HUF / Blue Marocco grey dessert plate – Butlers: 1,990 HUF /
Puro bumpy glass – Butlers: 990 HUF / Parker Royal Urban fountain pen – Pirex: 21,365 HUF / Stephen King: It book – Pirex: 6,990 HUF /
Men’s Health magazine – Inmedio: 895 HUF / Nolan B coffee table – Mado Home Living: 51,999 HUF / Sarev Golda V1 blanket – Mado Home Living: 895 HUF /
Beddinghouse KAAT Amsterdam Ebro Black decorative pillow – Mado Home Living: 13,499 HUF /
11 Beddinghouse At Home Mood Grey decorative pillow – Mado Home Living: 8,999 HUF / Moshi Helios 15” Cocoa Brown backpack – iCentre: 41,490 HUF /
Artwizz SmartJacket Golden iPad Air cover – iCentre: 13,990 HUF / Bowers&Wilkins P7 headphones – iCentre: 112,990 HUF / Almond croissant – Brót Bakery: 350 HUF
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WHAT MEN WANT?
Every year, our Christmas shopping spree reminds us of the fact that buying presents for men is no easy feat. Planning ahead is therefore highly suggested
to avoid the last-minute rush.
The perfect present is something that suits the recipient’s personality; while this might
sound self-evident, we often tend to choose gifts that suit our taste rather than theirs.
That is not to say that a lot of men wouldn’t do well with a bit of fashion guidance, but don’t try
to change his entire winter wardrobe. A beautiful dark blue V-neck cashmere sweater is not only
an exclusive present, but is also enough among fashion items, allowing you to give him
many other non-fashion gifts.
If your partner is athletic, sportswear may be the way to go. A pair of sneakers will surely delight him, as brands come out with more cutting edge
technologies every year; shoes are now almost entirely seamless, feature breathing materials and give you the impression of floating on a cloud while
offering exceptional design.
And don’t forget technical toys, every man’s favourite. You can easily become lost in this labyrinth if you are unsure of what you’re looking for;
experimenting is not recommended. Instead, choose a tasteful case to protect his existing expensive device. And if we are already talking toys, don’t
forget that inside every man there is a child.
Once you have found the perfect gift, take time to wrap it tastefully to make the experience complete for him.
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NUBU Muno dress – NUBU: 72,800 HUF / Guess shoes – Salamander: 47,990 HUF / Thomas Sabo silver ring with pearls – Silver Islands: 33,300 HUF /
Guess bracelet – Guess: 15,500 HUF / Thomas Sabo diamond-encrusted ring – Silver Islands: 114,900 HUF /
Michael Kors Mini Slim Runway wristwatch – Michael Kors: 59,900 HUF / GANT men’s scarf – GANT: 32,990 HUF / Ecco Garvin leather belt – Ecco: 24,990 HUF /
Puma - Enzo so foam sports shoes – Hervis: 21,990 HUF / GANT dark blue V-neck sweater – GANT: 49,990 HUF / Candy Cane maxi sugarpop– Butlers: 3990 HUF /
Hang On star-shaped decoration – Butlers: 990 HUF / Artebene polkadot gift box – Pirex: 2745 HUF / Artebene black and white polkadot wrapping paper – Pirex: 750 HUF /
Artebene patterned tape – Pirex: 750 HUF/piece / Moleskine planner – Pirex: 5120 HUF / Krisztián Grecsó: Harminc év napsütés book – Alexandra Bookstore: 3299 HUF /
Nespresso Variations coffee capsules – Nespresso: 1400 HUF/piece / Head G Touch Instinct Lite tennis racket – Hervis: 49,990 HUF /
PKG Dri Collection Stuff Sleeve 13” laptop bag – iCentre: 18,990 HUF / 13 Sphero - Star Wars BB-8 Robot + Force Band – iCentre: 79,990 HUF /
Dovo Solingen badger shaving brush with a matte aluminium handle – Extrametál: 37,900 HUF / Dovo Solingen shaving blade with a wooden handle – Extrametál: 39,990 HUF /
Pour Home moisturizing fluid for men – Adrienne Feller: 13,208 HUF / Pour Home moisturizer for men – Adrienne Feller: 11,938 HUF
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ENCHANTED CHRISTMAS
Christmas for children is the time of joyful longing. They are filled with excitement and anticipation
and can hardly wait to find out what’s under the tree. This makes it difficult even for a young child
to patiently wait for Boxing Day. But the holiday season is a special time of the year, so no matter
how excited they are, they must first get dressed for the occasion.
For little girls, a cute patterned dress with a turtleneck and thick stockings is the perfect festive
attire. For boys, a light blue men’s shirt with a V-neck vest and trousers matching the colour of the
shirt but a slightly darker tone is the perfect elegant choice while leaving them enough room for
movement. This is important because once they find out that they got exactly what they wanted
for Christmas, playtime begins immediately. But which toys are they dreaming of this year?
The new board game from Hasbro can create a truly nostalgic atmosphere, as not one, but two iconic
board games have been revamped in the form of Monopoly Gamer. In the Nintendo version, the dog,
the hat and the thimble have been replaced by Super Mario, Donkey Kong and Yoshi, along with
their superpowers. Say goodbye to boring paper banknotes! In this new version, business
is conducted with gold coins.
Every boy’s favourite, the remote-controlled car is also a perfect present. The special feature
of current models is that they do not require a joystick. Drive them via the Bluetooth connection
of your smartphone with the help of a virtual joystick or a movement and speed controller.
As for little girls, their favourite toy, the doll also offers some novelties. For example Elsa,
the Princess from the animated film Frozen, will mesmerise every little girl with her wonderful singing. Thanks to her magical powers, we may even have a white Christmas on Boxing Day.
14

Benetton grey vest – Benetton: 7,990 HUF / C&A light blue shirt – C&A: 2,990 HUF / GANT dark blue trousers – GANT: 21,990 HUF /
Primigi girl’s dress – Primigi: 16,499 HUF / Primigi girl’s stockings – Primigi: 2,309 HUF /dark green ottoman – Mado Home Living: 64,990 HUF /
Sarev Picolo V1 blanket – Mado Home Living: 24,990 HUF / Artebene gold dotted wrapping paper in roll – Pirex: 845 HUF/each /
Osmo Genius Kit Base & Reflector game – iCentre: 37,990 HUF / Engino Discovering Stem Robotics building game – Játéksziget: 99,990 HUF /
Engino Inventor 4in1 car building game – Játéksziget: 2,690 HUF / Soy Luna secret pillow – Játéksziget: 12,790 HUF /
Monopoly Gamer – Super Mario board game – Játéksziget: 11,890 HUF / Frozen Elsa doll, with microphone – Játéksziget: 16,990 HUF /
iCess Lamborghini Aventador Orange – iCentre: 21,990 HUF / Lego Duplo - Endless Play creative box – Játéksziget: 8,999 HUF /
Tomy giant, white cuddle bear – Játéksziget: 20,990 HUF / Flopise Penny cuddle penguin – Játéksziget: 4,990 HUF
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CHRISTMAS TABLE
OF WISHES
As the cold winter days set in, what more do we want than the warmth of our home and
to finally spend time together? Although there is a lot to do before the holidays, the best
part is when the family is together preparing for Christmas. The kitchen is where everyone
usually gathers to do their part while making delicacies.
No matter who is in charge of the cooking, the holiday menu will surely be taken very
seriously. It is no surprise that one of the highlights of Christmas is the family dinner.
To make sure that everything goes perfectly this year, more than one pair of hands should
help out — even if some of the hands are tiny ones.
Help from family members can be useful in preparing the holiday menu, so do not hesitate to involve them, at least in time-consuming work such as peeling, mixing or blending.
That said, the head chef should be recognised for his or her work even if they had a bit of help.
Creating a timetable for the planned dishes can come in hand to stay on track and to make
sure that you have enough time to prepare every dish. Don’t panic if you are a bit behind!
A few minutes of waiting will only make the family hungrier.
Perhaps the most important thing is to enjoy the preparations: the sweet smell of Christmas
cookies, the enticing taste of perfectly cooked meat, the sensuous aroma of a special bottle
of wine and above all, the experience of the whole family enjoying the meal together.
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Despenser herb shaker – Bulters: 1990 HUF / Menuett balloon wire whisk – Butlers: 1290 HUF / Table Tiles place mat – Butlers: 1290 HUF /
Nice Dry red kitchen rag – Butlers: 990 HUF / Pure small storage box – Butlers: 1990 HUF / Silver Lining II. cream pourer – Butlers: 1990 HUF /
Sante wine glass – Butlers: 1190 HUF / Emilia Glass jar with airtight lid – Butlers: 1290 HUF / Menuett rolling pin – Butlers: 2990 HUF /
Authentic glass bowl – Butlers: 1990 HUF / Puro souffle dish, porcelain – Butlers: 1980 HUF / Stonehenge pestle and mortar – Butlers: 7990 HUF /
Puro mini dip bowl – Butlers: 1180 HUF / Puro mini white butter holder – Butlers: 990 HUF / Puro dish, paper design – Butlers: 2490 HUF /
Electrolux ESTM7500s immersion blender – AEG/Electrolux : 25,900 HUF / Figula 3, 2016 red cuvée wine – Bortársaság: 2590 HUF /
Férfias fogások - Lakjunk végre jól! cookbook – Alexandra Bookstore: 2990 HUF / 17 Herbs, spices, nuts, vegetables, baked goods, ingredients – Spar
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EXTRAORDINARY CHRISTMAS
Decorating our home is one of the highlights and essential elements of the holiday period. Colourful decorations,
Christmas lights and winter scents create a unique and cosy atmosphere. For this very reason, don’t be afraid of using
decorations all over your home, and not only on the Christmas tree, to get into the holiday spirit as soon as possible.
Forget “less is more” — let your motto be “more is more” for a few days during this period. Sparkly holiday decorations
can light up any part of your home, even your walls. Creating a wreath using white Christmas lights and putting it on the
wall can add a special touch to your home.
Or if you want something fresh this year, forget the traditional Hungarian Christmas candy and go for the American
red-and-white striped equivalent, the candy cane. This American sweet is not only delicious, but can easily be hung on
your Christmas tree. You can also decorate other parts of your home with it. Hide a few candy canes at different points
of your living room and hang some more from your drawers to create little surprises for your children to steal.
Next to this, do not forget the most important element of your holiday decorations: the Christmas tree. If you have not yet
decided what type of pine to buy and are tired of finding pine needles in your rooms even after the Twelfth Night, consider
an alternative tree. If your home has a large bit of wall, you can build your own tree using branches and hangers.
Once everything is ready, there is nothing else to do but to put the wonderful gifts under the tree for the magical
moment of the whole family opening their presents.
18

GANT star patterned women’s scarf – GANT: 23,990 HUF / Versace optical frames – Optic World: 63,990 HUF / NUBU white wrap coat – NUBU: 87,500 HUF /
GANT slippers – GANT: 12,990 HUF / Coccinelle B14 bag – Coccinelle: 95,900 HUF / Tobago cabinet with 20 drawers – Butlers: 199,900 HUF / X-mas sled decoration – Butlers: 2990 HUF /
Hang On decorations (soldier, dog, bear, flying cow, fox, deer, reindeer, strawberry, snowman, Christmas, doughnut, heart, star, birch star)– Butlers: 990 HUF - 2490 HUF /
Hang On decoration, bubblegum dispenser – Butlers: 2490 HUF / Forest lantern, snowflake – Butlers: 14,990 HUF / Delight orange candleholder, 24 cm – Butlers: 2490 HUF /
Delight orange candleholder, 12 cm – Butlers: 1290 HUF / Surprise diamond, silver and mint wrapping paper – Butlers: 790 HUF / Ribbon red and white ribbon – Butlers: 2590 HUF /
Candy Cane – Butlers: 499 HUF / Candy Cane maxi– Butlers: 3990 HUF / Silent Dancer striped black and white rug – Butlers: 14,900 HUF /
Bright Night LED mini Christmas tree decoration – Butlers: 2490 HUF / Artebene wrapping paper – Butlers: 750 HUF - 845 HUF / Artebene polkadot gift box – Pirex: 2745 HUF /
DJI Spark, White drone – iCentre: 189,990 HUF / Knomo backpack – iCentre: 69,990 HUF / Adrienne Feller - Natural Home home perfume – Adrienne Feller: 6668 HUF /
Adrienne Feller - Natural Home scented candle – Adrienne Feller: 9144 HUF / Branchwood grey armchair – Mado Home Living: 119,000 HUF /
19 Daphne A coffee table – Mado Home Living: 35,990 HUF / Merino Allday Parik blanket – Mado Home Living: 14,249 HUF / Ticket To Ride board game – Játéksziget: 9990 HUF /
Ravensburger - Spices 1000 piece puzzle – Játéksziget: 3790 HUF
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FABULOUS SURPRISE
A piece of jewellery is no doubt a good choice for Christmas, as it symbolises timeless elegance.
That said, the perfect pieces are not only easy on the eye, but also allow us to express our personal style and capture unforgettable moments.
A charm bracelet could be the perfect choice, as the unique piece of jewellery can be tailored
to her personality by picking the right pendants. You can also express your love with a small
heart, rose or other romantic charm.
The sophisticated charms are available in a wide range of finishes and shapes. Besides popular
motives like love and luck, the symbols of our childhoods in the shape of the iconic characters and figurines of our favourite cartoons are now also available: Mickey and Minnie mouse,
Cinderella and her pumpkin carriage or Belle with her enchanted rose.
Create a truly unique gift reminiscent of children’s stories with the new pieces
from the Disney collection by visiting the Pandora store at MOM Park.
20

CHRISTMAS
AS YOU WISH
May all your wishes come
true in MOM Park.
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MASTERFUL MAKEUP
World-renowned makeup artist Bobbi Brown created her own eponymous exclusive brand of makeup which
has become a defining voice in the world of cosmetics.
Bobbi launched her brand with the mission of emphasising rather than concealing women’s beauty.
She still holds this approach when creating her products and the Bobbi Brown makeup studios also operate
according to this ethos.
The other basic pillar of the brand’s philosophy is education. Bobbi’s mission is to make every woman her
own makeup artist. Her studios offer everything from 5-minute lessons to in-depth makeup looks for special
occasions.
Here is a super quick look for the days leading up to the holiday:
Start your base in the under eye area: layer concealer along your bottom lashline right into the inner corner
of your eye. Use a hydrating foundation to achieve the perfect bare-skin effect. Then apply a light-reflecting
powder and a touch of cream blush to add a pop of colour to your skin.
Carefully brush your eyebrows with a matching shade of eyebrow gel and then dab on a neutral eyeshadow
in sweeping motions to your eyelids. Complete your look with a natural rosy lip gloss, and off you go to buy
your Christmas presents.
For even more beauty tips, ideas and must-have makeup accessories,
visit the Bobbi Brown opening soon in MOM Park.
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SIGNATURE PRODUCTS
WARMING
PAMPERING
A true coffee lover knows that nothing is better on a stormy winter day than
sipping our favourite coffee beverage while talking with friends.
Starbucks’ winter offering includes our iconic winter favourites.
The Gingerbread Latte, made from steamed milk, ginger-infused whipped
cream and biscuit pieces is one of the best things that can happen to an
espresso — the other is the Toffee Nut Latte. This heavenly coffee specialty features the smell of sweet caramel, the aroma of grilled walnuts
and a sprinkle of irresistible toffee nut topping on whipped cream inside
the iconic paper cup.
Starbucks is so much more than the carefully crafted holiday coffee beverages. The “one person, one cup and one neighbourhood at a time” mission
statement gains significance during the time of the year as the spirit of the
holiday that we share worldwide permeates everything.
Yield to the inimitable coffee feeling at Starbucks MOM Park.
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CHRISTMAS STORY
The story of Christmas decorations leads to Lauscha, a small town in Germany where a talented craftsman started making apples and
walnuts, the traditional holiday decorations at the time, from glass. The tiny fragile figures soon gained popularity in the entire world,
and today, the traditional shapes have been complemented by surprising, novel shapes.
The Butlers HANG ON collection proves every year that it is unimitable when it comes to unique and original decorations. There is virtually nothing that we cannot find among the figures reminiscent of the Christmas decorations of the 1970s and 80s. The hand-blown
and hand-painted glass decorations can make any tree not only unique, but transform it into something straight out of a Christmas tale.
You can tell an entire story with the playful pieces — let your imagination run wild.
Look for the Christmas decorations of your dreams in Butlers MOM Park.
25

WHERE DESIGN
AND CHARITY
MEET
INTERVIEW WITH HENRIETTA KOVÁCS,
COLLEAGUE OF AUTISTIC ART
What is the Autistic Art Foundation?
We support 10 residential homes where we take care of young people and adults suffering from
severe and moderate autism and offer art therapy in several of our homes. The young people
living here receive personalised development, build deep relationship with their peers, and this
safe environment provides support for the family.
Why creation is so important for someone living with autism?
Thanks to the art programme, we can get to know the internal world of the young people living
with autism, whose values would remain hidden from us without their art. Some of them do not
speak at all, but through their drawings the world opens up for them enabling us to also better
understand and help them.
What novelties can we expect in the Christmas season?
The shirt’s design was inspired by
Renáta Lakatos’s dynamic, lineal drawings.
26

We are coming out with new products decorated with the artwork of the young people with autism.
These items are not only unique gifts, but the person buying them also supports an important social
goal: helping young people with autism who are unable to lead independent lives
to live a full and dignified life.

“FOR US, THE GREATEST JOY
IS THAT THESE YOUNG
PEOPLE CAN STAY IN THEIR
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.”
OUR GUEST TODAY WAS ALEXANDRA
CSUMÁN-LECHNER, HEAD OF FILADELFIA HÁZ
What does Filadelfia Ház do?
Filadelfia Ház is an organisation of the Hungarian Reformed Church’s Humanitarian Service. Our main
mission is to provide day-care in Budapest for persons living with disability, as parents are often unable to arrange supervision for young people who are not able to take part in the school system.
What kind of programmes do you organise?
As part of day-care we organise individual and group development sessions and also offer experience
programmes such as theatre, sports events, camps and in addition that we support the families.
What are you most proud of?
For us, the greatest joy is that these young people can stay in their natural environment with their
families while we prepare them for their future supported living.
What are the organization’s plans for 2018?
Our dream is to buy special instruments prepared just for them, and we also plan to procure some
new development equipment for our special education teachers.

Tímea Farkas, client of Filadelfia Ház
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GIFT FOR A LIFETIME
A trip around Southeast Asia is no doubt a gift for a lifetime, so it is an amazing choice for Christmas.
Admire the incessant bustle of the Malaysian capital in Kuala Lumpur from the vertiginous heights of the Petronas
Twin Towers and spice up not only your cultural but also your culinary experiences with the multi-coloured heritage
of Melaka. And if you want to travel from the historic trading centre straight to the future, go to utopian Singapore.
But Southeast Asia is not only rich in man-made monuments, but also in nature’s wonders. When taking a dip in the
therapeutic springs of Kinabalu Park, one can feel truly connected to Mother Nature. You can also observe the busy wild
life literally from a bird’s eyes perspective from the Promenade suspended 14 meters high.
And if in addition to the unforgettable experiences you also want to get a beautiful tan, take a sunbath on the exquisite
sandy beaches of Kota Kinabalu.
Book your trip to Malaysia, Singapore and Borneo with Vista Travel Agency located on floor -1 of MOM Park.
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ICE, ICE, BABY!
Although not everyone welcomes the arrival of cold weather, some good things are still waiting for us. From mid-November, the favourite
ice-skating ring of Budapest, Városligeti Műjégpálya will open its doors to winter sports’ lovers. Our visit there will surely be an experience
as it is Europe’s largest outdoor ice rink.
But ice-skating is not a bad sport either as it nicely combines the development of endurance and coordination.
What is more, thanks to the aerobe activity it can help us stay in shape.
So if we have a free weekend we should definitely not hesitate to put on our ice skates, but first we must try them on.
An uncomfortably tight or loose model would certainly ruin the experience.
When selecting an ice skate we must consider two aspects: one is that it should provide good support for our feet from both sides and
the other is that it should offer some room in the front to ensure stability on the ice. Although buckle ice skates provide good site support,
but they are less precisely fitting the feet then their laced peers, so we may want to opt for figure skates.
And once we already have them, let’s not forget some warm clothing. A technical jacket may be of good service also on the ice.
And the colourful pieces will ensure better visibility.
You will find winter sport’s essentials in the Helly Hansen and Hervis stores in MOM Park.

CLOSE-FITTING PIECES
Skinny jeans and leggings are definitely the must-have items of winter season
thanks to their close-fitting design, they pair well with either a long jumper
or an oversized top. Choosing the right shoes will not be a problem either as
these pants can be nicely combined with stylish ankle boots or over-the-knee
boots. Thanks to the tight design they fit comfortably even underneath footwear
with narrow stems.
But this season not only offers skinny jeans, but also body contouring premium
quality pants. The big advantage of these is that thanks to their unique cut and
special production technology they perfectly fit every body type. These pieces
equipped with push-up effect are also advantageous for the full-figured body types.
Make sure to visit the new Freddy store in MOM Park for the must-have
body shaping pants of the season.
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WIN YOUR WINTER
WONDERCAR
Make your loved ones’ wishes
come true for Christmas and
win a BMW i3 for one month!
Discover our holiday offers and
shop between 13 November and
21 December at least three times in the
value of HUF 5,000 in any store or at any
service provider in MOM Park, upload the
AP codes certifying your purchases and
you may be the lucky winner of one of our
valuable prizes: one BMW i voucher worth
HUF 30,000 per week, and three BMW
i8 experience drive and the main prize,
a BMW i3 for an entire month!

A kép illusztráció.

For more details and the game rules visit:
33
www.mompark.hu
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IMPECCABLE COURSES
Arugula salad with Gorgonzola with hot smoked duck - with the recommendation
of T.G. Piccolino Restaurant
An extravagant salad prepared using a special method may be the perfect hors d’oeuvre
on the holiday menu. Slice the warm smoked duck, the main ingredient of the salad,
in thin slices and place them on the plate. Toss the arugula sprinkled with raspberry vinaigrette on the duck, then top with some Gorgonzola and red fruits.
Lamb chops - with the recommendation of Paulaner Restaurant
If you want your main course to be a really special one, lamb is a great choice. Thanks to its
light yet exciting flavour it does not require any special spices - one or two rosemary branches, garlic, salt and pepper is all it takes. A roast is perfect when juicy and soft while the inside
is still slightly rosé. You can garnish the roast chops with grilled tomatoes and arugula.
Orange-chocolate truffle cake - with the recommendation of Angelo Confectionery
Your holiday menu cannot be complete without dessert. And what else could be
the perfect closing of a festive dinner than a slice of heavenly chocolate cake! For the
base of this cake, prepare a sponge cake with Belgian chocolate then sprinkle it with
Cointreau once it is baked. Scoop some creamy mascarpone mousse on the cooled
sponge cake then decorated it with candied orange slices and Belgian chocolate flakes.
Ginger Cosmopolitan cocktail - with the recommendation of Leroy Bistro
A toast is the perfect closing of Christmas dinner. To prepare the great classic,
the Christmas version of Cosmopolitan, place vodka, fresh ginger, the juice of one
lime and cranberry juice in a shaker, then add some ice and shake well. Then pour the
double filtered cocktail into pre-cooled Y shaped glasses and serve.
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A GLASS
OF SURPRISE
Wines are not only essential for the holiday menu but also make a
great gift. But selecting the right bottle is something of a challenge,
especially if the one we want to surprise is a connoisseur of wines.
No matter what you choose, definitely go for a special bottle.
Weninger Rózsa Petsovits Rosé, an unusual unfiltered Syrah rosé, is
an exciting choice. Its taste is thick, creamy, mineral and long — an
entirely different dimension of rosé. For it to show its most exciting
face, it requires a larger glass and more time. But fortunately there
is no shortage of these around Christmas time.
36
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But if you want to offer a truly great surprise, look beyond wine. Thanks to
the craft beer revolution, new exciting brews are created each year which
could even sway a diehard wine lover.
The Egyptian inspired Anubis beer is certainly a good choice. One of the
specialties of this surprising brew is that in addition to malt, it is made with
raisins, grape leaves, tobacco honey and saffron. The other specialty is that
it is then brewed for five months in the barrels of two winemakers in the
famous Tokaj region used for preparing the Tokaji Szamorodni and the noble late harvested wines, resulting in this extraordinary, limited edition beer
and the “first Hungarian inter- disciplinary barrel maturation concept”.
For these wine and beer specialties that perfectly accompany the holiday
season, visit the store of Bortársaság in MOM Park!
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Carol Vorderman - Scratch games
step-by-step
Anima Bookstore
223 pages, 3900 HUF

PROGRAMOZÁS
GYEREKEKNEK

Margret Greiner The muse of Klimt
Anima Bookstore
312 pages, 3990 HUF
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CAROL VORDERMAN *

The extravagant atmosphere of the turn-of-the-century
Vienna, the new art, and the fresh effervescence of Art
Nouveau are emanating from the book of Margaret Greiner
filled with little-known delicacies and details for fashion and
sculpture lovers. Several books and a great movie were born
based on the romantic affair of Klimt and his muse, Emilie
Flöge, but most people know this dressmaker who became
a great fashion designer only from the paintings of Klimt.
But one of the most extraordinary women of the century was
ahead of her time both as an artist and as a businesswoman.
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Gamers can make their dream come true as this book provides every possible help for creating exciting or even zany
platform or agility games. It develops your coding skills
step-by-step and teaches you how to remix and customise
our own games. You can then start the competition and
beat each records, challenging friends and family members
by sharing your own developed game.

Stephen King - IT
Anima Bookstore
1184 pages, 6990 HUF

They were seven. Seven subteener who determined to fight
against the cruel entity terrorising their city. It lives in the sewers, drains and gutters and comes to the surface from time to
time, leaving dead bodies in its wake. A lot of dead bodies.
Until these kids join forces to beat It.
But how can seven children compete against the evil contaminating an entire city? Stephen King’s excellent novel answers
this question with some horrifying thrills. And also tells about
childhood and adulthood, money and poverty, friendship and
exclusion, boys and girls. A story about life.

Her Royal Highness
Princess Michael of Kent The uncrowned Queen
Anima Bookstore
257 pages, 3499 HUF
Her Majesty, the Duchess of Kent chose an exciting historic character as the protagonist of the second part of the
Anjou trilogy after the Queen in love. Agnes Sorel (1422-1450)
history’s first official French royal pornocrat who no longer
had to remain discreetly in the background: she was flirty and
smart and exerted great influence on the king, and as such,
on court politics. But in the crossfire of dangerous intrigues
and malicious gossips she also had to fight hard for her love
and her own happiness.
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CHRISTMAS IS HERE. SAY CHEESE!
CHRISTMAS PHOTO SHOOT AND CZIFFRA STREET PIANO

Register on the website of MOM Park and capture every joyful moment
of Christmas preparation between December 1 and 17 on the MOM Park
Christmas photo shoot!
This winter you should visit MOM Park not only for your Christmas shopping since our shopping centre offers you various exciting programs on
top of refined style and exquisite gastronomy. For this very reason we
once again await you and your family between December 1 and 17 with
wonderful decorations and a professional photographer to capture
40
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the memory of this year’s Christmas preparations both in digital and
printed form. You can also contribute to charitable cause as the proceeds
from the photo shoot and the calendars sold on-site will be donated
to Autistic Art Foundation and KézenFogva Foundation.
And if you feel like expressing your Christmas mood in music, then try
the Cziffra Street Piano located in front of Szamos Pastry Shop to delight music lovers with some holiday tunes. What is more, on December
2, 9 and 16 from 7 pm. the Cziffra Festival’s young talent prize winners will
play the piano.
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